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THE BRISTOL MODEL: AN ABYSS CALLED A COHEN REAL
ASAF KARAGILA
Abstract. We construct a model M of ZF which lies between L and L[c] for
a Cohen real c and does not have the form L(x) for any set x. This is loosely
based on the unwritten work done in a Bristol workshop about Woodin’s HOD
Conjecture in 2011. The construction given here allows for a finer analysis of
the needed assumptions on the ground models, thus taking us one step closer
to understanding models of ZF, and the HOD Conjecture and its relatives.
This model also provides a positive answer to a question of Grigorieff about
intermediate models of ZF, and we use it to show the failure of Kinna–Wagner
Principles in ZF.
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1. Introduction
1.1. The Bristol workshop. There are many ways to begin this introduction.
This is certainly not one of them. In 2011, Philip Welch hosted a workshop in
Bristol whose aim was to see whether or not Woodin’s HOD Conjecture implies his
Axiom of Choice Conjecture. The participants were Andrew Brooke-Taylor, James
Cummings, Moti Gitik, Menachem Magidor, Ralf Schindler, Matteo Viale, Philip
Welch, and Hugh Woodin (hence forth known as The Bristol Group).
They began the workshop by trying to understand how would one refute the
hypothesis which they were set to prove. This led them to the construction of a
model M which lies between L and L[c], where c is a Cohen real over L, such that
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M 6= L(x) for all x. Certainly, this is a strange model, and its construction show
that adding a single Cohen real will have incredible consequences for the structure
of intermediate models of ZF, whereas the ZFC models are all defined from a single
real, as follows from the intermediate model theorem (Lemma 15.43 in [5]). It
also answers a question of Grigorieff from [3, p. 471], whether or not can such an
intermediate extension exist.1
The Bristol group, however, did not fully write the details of the construction,
and only sketched the basic ideas needed for the construction. Their approach
used relative constructibility to define the models. Instead, in the author’s Ph.D.
dissertation, a technique for iterating symmetric extensions was developed, in part
to describe the construction of this very model.
Roughly, the original idea can be described as doing a Jensen-coding in reverse
from a Cohen real. Namely, when forcing with a Jensen-coding, we code the entire
universe to be constructible from a single real, whereas in this case we begin with
a Cohen real, and we “decode” information from it. The decoding process involves
fixing almost disjoint families with particular properties, and using that to define
an ω1-sequence of sets of reals, then immediately forgetting the sequence itself and
only recalling parts of it, only to use that to define an ω2-sequence of sets of sets
of reals, and so on. Limit steps are particularly challenging, as there is no obvious
way to continue this construction without adding bounded subsets.
The Bristol group, however, noted that one can prove the existence of PCF-
theoretic object from square principles, which can then be used to somehow “con-
dense the construction up to the limit step”, and so proceed with the construction
through limit steps.
1.2. In this paper. As mentioned earlier, in this paper we take an entirely dif-
ferent approach to construct the model. Instead of relative constructibility and
definability-related arguments, we construct the model as an iteration of symmet-
ric extensions, using a framework developed by the author in [7].
The first part of the paper will cover the basic knowledge needed about symmetric
extensions, as well as a detailed construction of the first two steps of the iteration:
adding the Cohen real, defining the first intermediate model, and forcing over it to
find the ω1-sequence of sets of reals.
We then move to describe the needed tools for the general construction. This
means the relevant definitions generalized from the first symmetric system, the
PCF-related objects, and of course an outline of the mechanisms of iterated sym-
metric extensions needed for this construction.
The paper ends with two general points of interest: the first is the exploration of
Kinna–Wagner Principles in the Bristol model, as well as the needed proofs for their
complete failure. The second is the observation that we did not use the fact that
V = L in the ground model to its full extent. We will then consider what sort of
other ground models can be used, what sort of large cardinals can be preserved when
moving to the Bristol model from the ground model, and of course how the HOD
Conjecture and the Axiom of Choice Conjecture relate to this general construction.
We then leave the reader with a few open questions which arise naturally from this
construction.
1As remarked by Grigorieff, Solovay proved that from 0# we can define an L-generic filter for
an Easton product violating GCH on a cofinal class of L-cardinals. However, 0# is certainly not
generic over L.
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2. Baby step: taking a hard close look at the first two steps
2.1. Quick recap of symmetric extensions. Let P be a notion of forcing (i.e.,
a preordered set with a maximum element 1P), recall that P-names are defined by
recursion V Pα =
⋃
β<α P(P × V Pβ ), and we denote P-names by x˙. Any x ∈ V has a
canonical name defined recursively by xˇ = {〈1P, yˇ〉 | y ∈ x}.
Speaking of canonical names, if we have a set of P-names in V and we want to
turn it into a name, the easiest way to do so is by taking the name for the set of
interpretations of these names. We will often want to do just that, and a uniform
notation will be useful. If {x˙i | i ∈ I} is a collection of P-names, then {x˙i | i ∈ I}•
is defined to be the P-name, {〈1P, x˙i〉 | i ∈ I}. We also extend this notation to
ordered pairs and sequences, to be interpreted appropriately. Using this notation
we can, for example, redefine the canonical name xˇ as {yˇ | y ∈ x}•.
We also set the terminology that a condition p or a P-name y˙ appears in x˙, if
there is an ordered pair in x˙ with p in the left coordinate, or y˙ in the right.
Suppose that pi is an automorphism of P. We can extend pi to a permutation pi
of the P-names by recursion,
pix˙ = {〈pip, piy˙〉 | 〈p, y˙〉 ∈ x˙}.
From this point we will write pi instead of pi, since there is no notation ambiguity
between conditions of P and P-names.
Lemma 2.1 (The Symmetry Lemma). Suppose that pi is an automorphism of
P, p ∈ P and x˙ is a P-name. Then for every formula in the language of forcing,
p P ϕ(x˙) ⇐⇒ pip P ϕ(pix˙). 
Suppose that G is a group we say that F is a filter of subgroups over G if
every H ∈ F is a subgroup of G , and F is closed under supergroups, and finite
intersection. We will usually require that F be a proper filter, namely {1G } /∈ F .
In other words, we take a filter over G and replace each set in the filter by the
subgroup it generates. We say that F is a normal filter if it is closed under
conjugation, namely if H ∈ F and pi ∈ G , then pi−1Hpi ∈ F as well.
Definition 2.2. We say that 〈P,G ,F 〉 is a symmetric system if P is a notion of
forcing, G is an automorphism group of P, and F is a normal filter of subgroups
of G .
Let x˙ be a P-name. Write symG (x˙) = {pi ∈ G | pix˙ = x˙}. We say that x˙ is
F -symmetric if symG (x˙) ∈ F . We say that x˙ is hereditarily F -symmetric if this
property is hereditary. Finally, HSF is the class of all hereditarily F -symmetric
names.
We can notice that we do not really need F to be a filter, but rather a filter
base (satisfying the normality clause). We will judiciously ignore this, and work
with filter bases as though they were filters. As G and F will usually be clear from
context, we will omit them from the notation, wherever possible.
Theorem 2.3 ([6], Theorem 5.14). Suppose that 〈P,G ,F 〉 is a symmetric system
and G is a V -generic filter for P. Let N = HSG = {x˙G | x˙ ∈ HS}, then N is a
transitive class of V [G] satisfying V ⊆ N , and N |= ZF. N is called a symmetric
extension of V . 
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We also have a forcing relation HS which is defined as a relativization of the
quantifiers and variables to HS. It is not hard to check that HS is definable in V
(for each ϕ) and has the same forcing theorem as . Namely p HS ϕ if and only if
every symmetric extension generated by G such that p ∈ G satisfies ϕ. Moreover,
if pi ∈ G used to define HS, then we have a Symmetry Lemma for HS.
Finally, if G is an automorphism group of P, we say that G witnesses the homo-
geneity of P if for all p, q ∈ P there is some pi ∈ G such that pip is compatible with
q. If 〈P,G ,F 〉 is a symmetric system such that G witnesses the homogeneity of P,
then we say that it is a homogeneous system.
2.2. Cohen forcing and its symmetric extension. We are ready to begin with
the first step of the construction of the Bristol model: adding the Cohen real and
taking the first symmetric extension. For the remainder of the section we will
assume V = L.
Let C denote the Cohen forcing. Specifically, a condition in C is a finite partial
function from ω to 2, it will be convenient to assume that the domain is any finite
subset, rather than an initial segment.
For A ⊆ ω, let CA be the subforcing {p ∈ C | dom p ⊆ A}. There is a canonical
isomorphism between CA ×Cω\A and C, given by 〈p, p′〉 = p ∪ p′. If pi is a permu-
tation of A, it extends to a permutation of ω which is the identity on ω \A, and pi
acts on C by considering
pip(pin) = p(n).
To establish the symmetric system we first need to talk about permutations of
ω and ω1, and about almost disjoint families.
Definition 2.4. We say that an almost disjoint family {Aα | α < ω1} ⊆ [ω]ω is
a permutable family if for every bounded X ⊆ ω1, there is a family {Bα | α ∈ X}
of pairwise disjoint sets such that Aα =∗ Bα for α ∈ X, and for all ξ < ω1,
Aξ ∩
⋃{Bα | α ∈ X} is infinite if and only if ξ ∈ X.
Note that the requirement that Aα =∗ Bα implies that Aξ ⊆∗
⋃{Bα | α ∈ X}
for ξ ∈ X, and otherwise Aξ is almost disjoint from the union.
Proposition 2.5. There exists a permutable family.
Proof. Let 〈Tα | α < ω1〉 be a strictly ⊆∗-increasing sequence of subsets of ω, and
define Aα = Tα+1 \ Tα. Easily, {Aα | α < ω1} is an almost disjoint family of
sets. Suppose now that X ⊆ ω1 is a countable set, and let η = supX + 1. Let
{Bα | α < η} be a refinement of the Aα’s to a pairwise disjoint family of sets such
that Bα ⊆ Tη for all α < η. If ξ ≥ η, then by the fact Tη ⊆∗ Tξ, we get that
Aξ, namely Tξ+1 \Tξ, is almost disjoint from Tη and therefore almost disjoint from⋃{Bα | α ∈ X}. If ξ < η, and Aξ ∩⋃{Bα | α ∈ X} is infinite, by the assumption
that Aξ =∗ Bξ we get that it is necessarily the case that ξ ∈ X as {Bξ | ξ < η} is
a pairwise disjoint family. 
For the remainder of this section we fix a permutable family {Aα | α < ω1}.
Suppose that pi is a permutation of ω and Π a permutation of ω1. We say that
pi implements Π if for every α < ω1, pi”Aα =∗ AΠ(α).2 We denote by ι(pi) the
2This depends on the permutable family, of course.
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permutation that pi implements, if it exists. It is easy to see that if pi0 and pi1 both
implement permutations of ω1, then ι(pi0)ι(pi1) = ι(pi0pi1), and ι(pi0)−1 = ι(pi−10 ).
Let Π be a permutation of ω1, we say that Π is a bounded permutation, if for
some η < ω1, Π is the identity above η. Namely, Π is, for all practical purposes, a
permutation of a bounded subset of ω1. We will say that η is a domain of Π.
If {Aα | α ∈ I} is a countable subfamily of our fixed permutable family, we
will say that {Bα | α ∈ I} is a disjoint approximation if it is a family of pairwise
disjoint sets, Aα =∗ Bα for all α ∈ I, and it is satisfying the covering properties in
the definition of a permutable family. If in addition Bα ⊆ Aα, then we will say it
is a disjoint refinement. We will often just say that B is a disjoint approximation,
or a disjoint refinement, if there is some countable I ⊆ ω1 such that B is a disjoint
approximation, or a disjoint refinement, of {Aα | α ∈ I}.
Proposition 2.6. Every bounded permutation of ω1 can be implemented.
Proof. Suppose that η < ω1 and Π is a bounded permutation of ω1 and η is a
domain of Π. Then {Aα | α < η} is a countable family of almost disjoint sets,
therefore there exists a disjoint refinement {Bα | α < η}. If Π(α) = β, define pi on
Bα to be the unique order isomorphism from Bα into Bβ ; this defines pi on
⋃
α<η Bα,
and take pi to be the identity elsewhere. It is clear that pi is a permutation of ω,
and by the very definition of pi we have that pi”Aα =∗ pi”Bα = BΠ(α) =∗ AΠ(α). So
ι(pi) = Π. 
Let G be the group of all the permutations of ω which implement a bounded
permutation of ω1. Let I ⊆ ω1 be a countable set, and let B = {Bα | α ∈ I} be a
disjoint approximation. We define
fix(B) =
{
pi ∈ G
∣∣∣ pi ⋃B = id} ,
and we define F to be the filter generated by
{fix(B) | B is a disjoint approximation}.
Let pi ∈ G and B = {Bα | α ∈ I} be a disjoint approximation. Define B′ to be
{pi”Bα | α ∈ I}, then pi fix(B)pi−1 = fix(B′). Note that pi”Bα =∗ Aι(pi)(α) for α ∈ I,
so indeed B′ is a disjoint approximation. And therefore F is normal.
Remark. This is a natural point to stop and ponder the nature of the definition
of F . Why did we opt to take the more complicated definition using countable
families of pairwise disjoint sets? After all, if B = {Bα | α ∈ I} is such family, then
pi ∈ B is simply some function which implements id when restricted to I.
Why, then, did we not choose to take the simpler definition where fix(I) is
{pi | ι(pi)I = id}, and then take the filter generated by {fix(I) | I ∈ [ω1]<ω1}? The
answer is that implementing a permutation is insensitive to finite changes. This
means that fix(I) defined here will also include all the finitary permutations of ω.
This causes the filter to become irrelevant, since it means that no condition (other
than the trivial condition) is fixed by a large group. And this causes the symmetric
system to become trivial and “kill” any new sets.
Let c˙ denote the canonical name for the subset of ω obtained from the Cohen
real, and for every α < ω1 let c˙α denote the restriction of c˙ to Aα defined as
{〈p, nˇ〉 | p(n) = 1 ∧ dom p ⊆ Aα}. We shall omit the dot when referring to the
interpretation of these names in the extension.
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Theorem 2.7. LetM be the symmetric extension obtained by the symmetric system
〈C,G ,F 〉. Then for every α < ω1 we have that cα ∈ M , and since M |= ¬AC it
follows that c /∈M .
Proof. To obtain that cα ∈ M it is enough to show that c˙α is a symmetric name.
However, taking B to be {Aα}, this is a disjoint approximation of itself, and of
course that fix({Aα}) ≤ sym(c˙α).
To see that the axiom of choice fails in M , suppose that f˙ ∈ HS such that
p HS f˙ : P(ωˇ) → θˇ, for some ordinal θ (note that we use HS, which means that
we are only considering the reals in M). Let B be a countable family which is
a support for f˙ . Pick some η such that Aη *∗
⋃B, and let q ≤ p such that
q  f˙(c˙η) = ξˇ. Pick m,n ∈ ω such that the following holds:
(1) m,n /∈ ⋃B ∪ dom q.
(2) Exactly one of m and n is an element of Aη. Without loss of generality,
n ∈ Aη.
Consider now the automorphism which is the 2-cycle (m n). It is clearly going to
be in fix(B), and piq = q, but this translates to q  f˙(pic˙η) = ξˇ = f(c˙η). However
there is some q′ ≤ q such that q′  pic˙η 6= c˙η, such q′ forces that f˙ is not injective,
so q cannot force that as well.
Therefore in M the reals cannot be well-ordered. Consequently, c /∈ M , as in
that case L[c] ⊆M ⊆ L[c] which is a contradiction to the fact that M |= ¬AC. 
2.3. Forcing over the symmetric extension. We continue to work in the same
setting as before. We want to define a forcing in M and find it a generic in L[c].
Moreover, we would like this forcing to be sufficiently distributive so it does not
add any new reals. This will ensure that we did not accidentally add c back into
the model. We also argue that in that case, we did not force the axiom of choice
back, as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that W0 ⊆ L[c] is a model where the axiom of choice fails,
and W1 ⊆ L[c] is a generic extension of W0 such that P(ω)W0 = P(ω)W1 , then the
axiom of choice fails in W1 as well.
Proof. Let X ∈ W0 be a transitive set which cannot be well-ordered. If W1 ⊆ L[c]
is any model where X can be well-ordered, then there is a set of ordinals A encoding
the ∈ relation of X∪{X}. However this set of ordinals lies in L[c], therefore L[A] is
a model of ZFC intermediate to L[c]. It follows by the intermediate model theorem
[5, Lemma 15.43] that there is a Cohen real r such that L[A] = L[r].
Since W0 and W1 have the same reals, if X cannot be well-ordered in W0, it
cannot be well-ordered in W1 as well. 
Define for every α < ω1 the set Rα as P(ω)L[cα]. We want to give Rα a name.
While the obvious name would be to take all the canonical CAα -names for reals, we
opt for something slightly different which will make our lives easier down the road.
R˙α =
{
x˙
∣∣∣∣ x˙ ∈ HS is a canonical name for a real, and∃B =∗ Aα such that x˙ is a CB-name
}•
.
While this name is indeed more complicated, it has the benefit of the following
proposition being true.
Proposition 2.9. For every pi ∈ G , piR˙α = R˙ι(pi)(α). 
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Therefore if ι(pi)(α) = α, then piR˙α = R˙α; thus each R˙α ∈ HS.
Proposition 2.10. Suppose that A ∈ [ω1]<ω1 ∩ L. Then 〈Rα | α ∈ A〉 ∈M .
Proof. It is enough to show that 〈R˙α | α ∈ A〉• ∈ HS. However, this is nearly
trivial. If B is any disjoint approximation of {Aα | α ∈ A}, then piR˙α = R˙α
whenever pi ∈ fix(B). 
Define σ˙ to be 〈R˙α | α < ω1〉•, and for A ⊆ ω1, let σ˙A denote the restriction of
σ˙ to A. The above proposition shows that if A is countable, then σ˙A ∈ HS. We
define Q˙ = {piσ˙A | A ∈ [ω1]<ω1 ∧ pi ∈ G }•, and we define the order of Q˙ as reverse
inclusion. Clearly Q˙ ∈ HS, as it is stable under every automorphism (the same goes
for the order of Q˙).
Note that by Proposition 2.9, pi ∈ G acts on σ˙ by permuting the range of the
sequence. What Q is doing, is trying to well-order the set {P(ω)L[cα] | α < ω1},
which lies in M (the indexation by ω1 is not symmetric, of course, this is σ itself).
It also follows that if pi and τ are two permutations such that ι(pi) and ι(τ) act
the same on A, then τ σ˙A = piσ˙A. The following theorem is the main part of this
section.
Theorem 2.11. The sequence σ is M -generic for Q, and M [σ] has the same reals
as M .
The rest of this section will be devoted for the proof of the theorem. We begin
with a key lemma.
Lemma 2.12. Suppose that D˙ ∈ HS and p  D˙ ⊆ Q˙ is a dense open set. There
is some η < ω1 such that for every pi and A such that p  piσ˙A ∈ D˙ and η ⊆ A, if
τ σ˙A is a condition such that p  piσ˙η = τ σ˙η, then p  τ σ˙A ∈ D˙ as well.
In other words, the lemma states that if D is a dense open set, then there is a
crucial bit of information—σ˙η and its orbit under sym(D˙)—so that being a member
of D essentially depends on that information.
Proof. Let η be such that for some disjoint approximation B = {Bα | α < η},
fix(B) ≤ sym(D˙). We claim that this η satisfies the wanted condition. Suppose
that τ is a permutation as in the assumptions, then ι(τ) and ι(pi) agree on the
ordinals up to η. We can find a permutation pi′ such that ι(pi′) = ι(τpi−1), and
pi′ ∈ fix(B) as well pi′p = p. This completes the proof, of course, since now we get
that pi′p  pi′(piσ˙A) ∈ pi′D˙ which gets translated to p  τ σ˙A ∈ D˙. 
Corollary 2.13. σ is M -generic for Q.
Proof. Suppose that D˙ is a name for a dense open set as in the lemma. Let p be a
condition and piσ˙A such that ι(pi)  η = id, so p  piσ˙A ≤Q˙ σ˙η, and p  piσ˙A ∈ D˙.
By the lemma we get that p  σ˙A ∈ D˙. 
Corollary 2.14. In M the forcing Q is ≤ω-distributive, namely if 〈Dn | n < ω〉 is
a sequence of dense open sets, then D =
⋂
n<ωDn is a dense open set.
Proof. Suppose that f˙ ∈ HS is such that p  f˙(nˇ) = D˙n is a dense open set
for every n < ω. It is not hard to check that if B = {Bα | α < η} is such that
fix(B) ≤ sym(f˙), then this is also the case that fix(B) ≤ sym(D˙n) for all n. Suppose
that η ⊆ A and pi is some permutation in G . For every n, let {pn,m | m < ω} be a
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maximal antichain below p such that there is some ordinal ξn,m with A ⊆ ξn,m and
some permutation τn,m such that pn,m  τn,mσ˙ξn,m ∈ D˙n and τn,mσ˙ξn,m ≤Q˙ piσ˙A.
By the lemma, it follows that pn,m actually forces that every extension of piσ˙A
whose domain is ξn,m will be in D˙n. Let ξn = sup{ξn,m | m < ω}, therefore
p forces that every extension of piσ˙A with domain ξn lies in D˙n. Finally taking
ξ = sup{ξn | n < ω} will satisfy that if τ σ˙ξ is any condition extending piσ˙A, then
for all n < ω, p  τ σ˙ξ ∈ D˙n. Therefore the intersection of all the Dn’s is indeed
dense as wanted. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. The next step would be to pick an
permutable family of size ℵ2 of subsets of ω1, and repeat the process as we did
here. But instead of working one step at at time, we will instead switch gears
into high action mode. We will cover some of the technical tools needed for this
construction, and then describe the general structure of the proof in one fell swoop.
We end this with a remark that while it might seem that Q “should” restore the
Cohen real, and that we want to somehow go back-and-forth to L[c] and down into
inner models, this is not the case. In order to restore the Cohen real we need to be
able and choose the cα’s themselves, as generators for each Rα. What Q did was
only to well-order the set of the Rα’s. Of course, the next step would be to forget
this well-ordering, and remember only fragments of it via a symmetric extension,
and continue ad infinitum.
Remark. We could have proved Theorem 2.11 using the following argument: in
L[c] the forcing Q is isomorphic to Add(ω1, 1)L (the isomorphism is not in M , of
course). Therefore Q is ≤ω-distributive in L[c], and this is absolute to M .
Of course, we would still have to show that σ is M -generic for Q, which would
require a proof more or less along the lines of Lemma 2.12, although in simpler
form.
3. Tools for your Bristol construction
We have covered the basic details of one symmetric extension; but we need an
apparatus for iterating them. We will provide a brief description of the method for
iterating symmetric extensions. After this we will deal with the generalizations of
permutable families, and permutable scales which will be needed for pushing the
construction through the limit steps.
3.1. Productive iterations of symmetric extensions. Iteration of symmetric
extensions is a framework for (as the name suggests) iterating symmetric extensions,
i.e. a symmetric extension of a symmetric extension, and so on. While we can do this
by hand for finitely many steps, the framework does offer a method which extends
transfinitely as well. The full details of the construction can be found in [7], and
we will only cover a small part of it necessary for this work. We will not prove any
statements here, and some of them will be slightly modified to accommodate the
Bristol model construction.
Definition 3.1. Suppose that P is a forcing notion, pi is an automorphism of P,
and A˙ is a P-name. We say that pi respects A˙ if P A˙ = piA˙. If A˙ carries an
implicit structure (e.g. a forcing notion) then we require that the implicit structure
is respected as well.
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Let us consider a two-step iteration of two symmetric systems, 〈Q0,G0,F0〉 and
〈Q˙1, G˙1, F˙1〉•. If P is the two-step iteration Q0 ∗ Q˙1, we would like to be able and
isolate P names which are equivalent to Q0-names which are in HSF0 , and they
are themselves names for Q˙1-names which will also be symmetric. In order for
automorphisms from G0 to even have a chance to preserve the property of being a
Q˙1-name, an automorphism in G˙1, or anything else definable from the symmetric
system 〈Q1, G˙1, F˙1〉• we need to require that all the automorphisms in G0 respect
the symmetric system.
Definition 3.2. Let 〈Q0,G0,F0〉 be a symmetric system, and 〈Q˙1, G˙1, F˙1〉• be a
name for a symmetric system in HSF0 which is respected by all the automorphisms
in G0. Let P denote the iteration Q0 ∗ Q˙1.
(1) For pi ∈ G0, define
∫
pi
〈q0, q˙1〉 = 〈piq0, pi(q˙0)〉. This is well-defined as pi acts
on the Q0-names, and it respects Q˙1.
(2) For σ˙ such that Q0 σ˙ ∈ G˙1, define
∫
σ˙
〈q0, q˙1〉 = 〈q0, σ˙(q˙1)〉, where σ˙(q˙1) is
a Q0-name for a condition q˙′ in Q˙1 satisfying Q0 q˙′ = σ˙(q˙1).
(3) If pi ∈ G0 and σ˙ is a name such that Q0 σ˙ ∈ G˙1, we define:∫
〈pi,σ˙〉〈q0, q˙1〉 =
∫
pi
∫
σ˙
〈q0, q˙1〉 = 〈piq0, pi(σ˙(q˙1))〉 = 〈piq0, pi(σ˙)(piq˙1)〉.
We denote by G0 ∗ G˙1, and usually by G1, the group of all automorphisms of
the form that appears in clause (3) of the above definition. This is indeed a group
of automorphisms. Upon close inspection there are similarities between the action
of G1 on the iteration and the semi-direct product of G0 and G˙1, and indeed G1 is
called the generic semi-direct product. It is worth pointing out that the order
∫
pi
∫
σ˙
can be reversed by paying a “price” of conjugating σ˙ by pi. This is evident from
the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3. Under the assumptions of Definition 3.2, let 〈pi0, σ˙0〉 and 〈pi1, σ˙1〉
be two pairs of automorphisms. Then the following hold:
(1)
∫
〈pi1,σ˙1〉
∫
〈pi0,σ˙0〉 =
∫
〈pi1pi0,pi−10 (σ˙1)σ˙0〉,
(2)
∫
〈pi1,σ˙1〉
−1 =
∫
〈pi−11 ,pi1(σ˙−11 )〉.
Definition 3.4. Under the assumptions of Definition 3.2, suppose that x˙ is a
Q0 ∗ Q˙1-name. We say that x˙ is F1-respected if there exists H0 ∈ F0 and H˙1 such
that Q0 H˙1 ∈ F˙1, and there is a pre-dense set D such that for p ∈ D, if 〈pi, σ˙〉
such that pi ∈ H0 and p Q0 σ˙ ∈ H˙1, then p Q0∗Q˙1
∫
〈pi,σ˙〉x˙ = x˙. We say that x˙ is
a hereditarily F1-respected if it is respected, and every name y˙ which appears in x˙
is hereditarily F1-respected.
We call 〈H0, H˙1〉 a support when H0 ∈ F0 and H˙1 is a Q0-name such that
Q0 H˙1 ∈ F˙1. Supports will have a more significant role when the iteration is long.
In general, it seems that one would like to define a support as a group in some filter
of subgroups on G1 which satisfies some properties. There is an apparent difficulty
when trying to show that this filter is a normal filter of subgroups, as discussed in
[7, §4]. This definition, however, is adequate, as shown in §5 of the same paper.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that 〈Q0,G0,F0〉 is a symmetric system and 〈Q˙1, G˙1, F˙1〉•
is a name for a symmetric system which is respected by G0. Then the class of
Q0 ∗ Q˙1-names which are hereditarily F1-respected is exactly the class of names
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which are generically equal to the symmetric iteration obtained by 〈Q1,G1,F1〉 from
the symmetric iteration obtained by 〈Q0,G0,F0〉.
We can generalize this to any finite support iteration now, requiring that each
iterand is respected by all the previous automorphisms. But before we do that, we
should point out a genericity issue. The definition of
∫
σ˙
utilizes—quite heavily—
the fact that we can mix names, as we assume the axiom of choice. This requires
use a filter which is V -generic for Q0 ∗ Q˙1. This is a big problem if we want to
use this method to construct the Bristol model, since we want to pick our generics
by hand, and ensure they come out of the Cohen real. To solve this problem,
we define in [7, §8] the notion of a productive iteration, which means that we are
doing something very akin to a product in its “ground model canonicity”. Namely,
a productive iteration is an iteration of symmetric extension such that in the full
generic extension, each iterand is isomorphic to a symmetric system in the ground
model, but the isomorphism itself is not present in the intermediate model itself.
Definition 3.6. Suppose that 〈Q0,G0,F0〉 is a symmetric system and 〈Q˙1, G˙1, F˙1〉•
is a name for a symmetric system. We say that 〈Q0 ∗ Q˙1,G1,F1〉 is a two-step
productive symmetric iteration if these six conditions hold:
(1) The name 〈Q˙1, G˙1, F˙1〉• is respected by all the automorphisms in G0.
(2) The names Q˙1, G˙1 and F˙1 are •-names which are hereditarily respected on
a group in F0.3
(3) The conditions in Q0 ∗ Q˙1 are exactly pairs 〈q0, q˙1〉 such that q0 ∈ Q0 and
q˙1 appears in Q˙1.
(4) For every σ˙ and p˙i which appear in G˙1, 1Q0 decides the truth of σ˙ = p˙i.
(5) For every q˙ which appears in Q˙1 and σ˙ which appears in G˙1, there is some
q˙′ which appears in Q˙1 such that Q0 q˙′ = σ˙(q˙).
(6) Every automorphism in G1 is of the form
∫
〈pi0,p˙i1〉 where pi0 ∈ G0 and p˙i1
appears in G˙1.
The idea is that Q˙1 is a collection of some names which are “more or less in
HSF0”, with G˙1 a copy of an automorphism group of these names, and F˙1 a copy
of a filter of subgroups from the ground model. There is something to be said about
the definition of respected names, but this will only affect the general case, not the
two-step iterations.
The following definitions will be used to generalize the two-step iteration, but
to avoid excessive terminology, we will omit some assumptions from them. The
definitions are meant to be read in the context of Definition 3.13, and to consider
the two-step case as a bootstrapping definition when needed.p If 〈Q˙α | α < δ〉
defines a finite-support iteration such that for all α < δ, Q˙α is a •-name, we will
always consider the iteration poset Pα defined as the sequences p such that p(α)
appears in Q˙α. All our iterations will have this form, and we will always use P’s to
denote the finite-support iteration of the Q˙’s.
Definition 3.7. Suppose that 〈Q˙α, G˙α | α < δ〉 is a finite-support iteration satis-
fying
(1) Every G˙α is a •-name for an automorphism group of Q˙α, such that 1α
decides p˙i = σ˙ for any p˙i, σ˙ which appear in G˙α.
3We implicitly require that also the order structure and group operation are •-names.
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(2) For all q˙ appearing in Q˙α and p˙i appearing in G˙α, there is some q˙′ appearing
in Q˙α such that α q˙′ = p˙i(q˙).
(3) For all α, every automorphism in Gα respects both Q˙α and G˙α.
Suppose that Gα was defined for all α < δ as an automorphism group of Pα. We
define Gδ in the following way:
• For δ = 0, G0 is the trivial group.
• For δ = α+ 1, Gδ = Gα ∗ G˙α.
• For δ limit, Gδ is the direct limit of Gα for α < δ.
Proposition 3.8. Assume the conditions of the previous definition. An automor-
phism in Gδ is exactly one of the form
∫
~pi
such that:
(1) ~pi is a sequence 〈p˙iα | α < δ〉 where p˙iα appears in G˙α.
(2) For all but finitely many α < δ, p˙iα is the forced to identity function.
Suppose that ~pi is such sequence and C(~pi) = {α < δ |6 α p˙iα = id•}, then
∫
~pi
p is
given recursively: if α = maxC(~pi), then
∫
~pi
p =
∫
~piα
∫
p˙iα
p, where∫
p˙iα
p = p  αap˙iα(p(α))ap˙iα(p  (α, δ)).
In other words, we apply
∫
~pi
on p by breaking p into the finite intervals defined
by C(~pi), then working from the maximum coordinate downwards, and each step
applying p˙iα on the relevant coordinate as an automorphism of the αth iterand,
and on the part above α as an automorphism acting on the Pα+1-name. We have
a generalization of Proposition 3.3 as well.
Proposition 3.9. Suppose that ~pi and ~σ are in Gδ, then:
(1) The sequence defining
∫
~pi
−1, denoted by ~pi−1, is given by 〈∫
~pi
p˙i−1α | α < δ〉.
(2)
∫
~pi
∫
~σ
is given by the sequence of automorphisms 〈(∫
~σ−1 p˙iα)σ˙α | α < δ〉.
It should be remarked that the requirements for the iterations are highly non-
trivial. Generally, iterations of weakly homogeneous forcings need not be weakly
homogeneous, however the following proposition shows this is not the case in the
symmetric case.
Proposition 3.10. Suppose that 〈Q˙α, G˙α | α < δ〉 are as in Definition 3.7, and
for all α < δ, α G˙α witnesses the homogeneity of Q˙α. Then Gδ witnesses the
homogeneity of Pδ.
Definition 3.11. Suppose that 〈Q˙α, G˙α, F˙α | α < δ〉 is such that for all α < δ,
(1) The assumptions of Definition 3.7 hold, and in addition F˙α is a •-name
such that α F˙α is a normal filter of subgroups on G˙α.
(2) Every automorphism of Gα respects F˙α.
(3) For every α, and every H˙, 1α decides H˙ ∈ F˙α.
We say that ~H is an excellent Fδ-support if it is a sequence 〈H˙α | α < δ〉 such that:
(1) H˙α appears in F˙α.
(2) For all but finitely many α, H˙α = G˙α.
We define Fδ to be the set of all Fδ-supports.
We will write p δ ~pi ∈ ~H if for every α < δ, p δ p˙iα ∈ H˙α; similarly we will
write ~H ∩ ~K or ~H ⊆ ~K for pointwise intersection, inclusion, and so on. We use
C( ~H) to denote the set {α < δ | H˙α 6= G˙α}.
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Remark. The reason that we say that ~H is an excellent support, and not just any
support, is that in the non-productive context we weaken the requirements, and
only require that δ {αˇ | H˙α 6= G˙α} is finite. In particular, we do not require it
to have any specific size or bound. This allows us to use the mixing lemma more
easily when defining everything. Of course, that would again require the generic
filter to be generic for the iteration, and here we want to weaken this substantially.
Definition 3.12. Under the assumptions of Definition 3.11, we say that a Pδ-name
x˙ is Fδ-respected if there exists an excellent support ~H such that for every ~pi ∈ ~H,
δ
∫
~pi
x˙ = x˙. We say that x˙ is hereditarily Fδ-respected, if it is Fδ-respected, and
every y˙ which appears in x˙ is hereditarily Fδ-respected.
Comparing this to the two-step definition of F1-respected, the absence of a pre-
dense set is noted. This is because in the context of productive iterations, we
require that 1α decides enough information to ensure the pre-dense set is {1α}.
Definition 3.13. We say that 〈Q˙α, G˙α, F˙α | α < δ〉 is a productive iteration of
symmetric extensions if it satisfies the assumptions of Definition 3.11 and for all
α < δ, 〈Q˙α, G˙α, F˙α〉• is hereditarily Fα-respected name.
We use ISα to denote the class of hereditarily Fδ-respected names.
Definition 3.14. Suppose that 〈Q˙α, G˙α, F˙α | α < δ〉 is a productive iteration,
we define p ISδ ϕ(x˙1, . . . , x˙n) as p δ ϕISδ(x˙1, . . . , x˙n). Namely, we relativize the
quantifiers in ϕ to ISδ and require that x˙i ∈ ˙ISδ.
Definition 3.15. Suppose that Pδ is a productive iteration.
(1) We say that D ⊆ Pδ is a symmetrically dense open set if there is some
excellent support ~H, such that for all ~pi ∈ ~H and p ∈ D, ∫
~pi
p ∈ D.
(2) We say that G ⊆ Pδ is a symmetrically V -generic filter if for all symmetri-
cally dense open sets D ∈ V , D ∩G 6= ∅.
Lemma 3.16. If x˙ ∈ ISδ and ϕ is a statement in the language of forcing, then
{p ∈ Pδ | p ISδ ϕ(x˙) ∨ p ISδ ¬ϕ(x˙)} contains a symmetrically dense open set.
Theorem 3.17. Suppose that Pδ is a productive iteration, ϕ(x˙) is a formula in the
language of forcing, then the following are equivalent:
(1) p ISδ ϕ(x˙).
(2) For all symmetrically V -generic filter G such that p ∈ G, ISGδ |= ϕ(x˙G).
(3) For all V -generic filter G such that p ∈ G, ISGδ |= ϕ(x˙G).
Finite support iterations, however, have some problems: Cohen reals tend to
“pop up” at limit steps, and cardinals are collapsed if we are not careful to use
ccc iterands. This is generally unwanted, especially if we want to iterate the con-
struction through the class of ordinals, and as shown in the previous section, the
second iterand is not going to be a ccc poset. However, the second iterand does
not add reals, and so we have the following preservation theorem which will help
us overcome this barrier.
Theorem 3.18. Suppose that 〈Q˙α, G˙α, F˙α | α < δ〉 is a productive iteration such
that for all α < δ, α G˙α witnesses the homogeneity of Q˙α. If η is an ordinal such
that there exists α < δ, so for all β > α, ISβ 〈Q˙β , G˙β , F˙β〉• does not add sets of
rank < ηˇ. Then for all x˙ ∈ ISδ, if p ISδ x˙ has rank < ηˇ, then there is some q ≤δ p
and y˙ ∈ ISα such that q ISδ x˙ = y˙.
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In other words, if at some point we stop adding sets of rank η, then under the
assumption of homogeneity in each step, we do not add sets of rank η at limit steps
either. In particular no Cohen reals are added, and cardinals are preserved. The
above theorem can be stated for any filtration of the universe which has a robust
definition, specifically this will be used when we talk about α-sets in Theorem 5.5.
We also get the following theorem as a corollary.
Theorem 3.19. Suppose that 〈Q˙α, G˙α, F˙α | α ∈ Ord〉 is a class-length productive
iteration such that for all α, ISα 〈Q˙α, G˙α, F˙α〉• is a homogeneous system. Moreover,
suppose that for all η there is some α, such that no sets of rank η are added after
the αth iterand. Then for any symmetrically V -generic G, ISG is a model of ZF.
Remark. One of the central notions in [7] is tenacity. Tenacity means that we can
always assume that a condition is not moved by a large group of automorphisms.
As it turns out, every symmetric system can be replaced by one which satisfies
tenacity; nevertheless tenacity assumptions make the general construction easier.
In this work, however, the notion is not particularly needed, as it arises naturally
from the definitions of the symmetric systems. We will safely ignore it here.
Finally, we will need one last definition about iterations, which we essentially
saw in the baby step construction.
Definition 3.20. We say that P ∗ Q˙ is an upwards homogeneous iteration, if for
all 〈p, q˙〉, 〈p, q˙′〉 there is some pi ∈ Aut(P) such that pip = p and p P pi(q˙) is
compatible with q˙′. If P is part of a symmetric system, we require that pi comes
from the relevant automorphism group.
3.2. Permutable families. Each step of the iteration will introduce a sequence of
an appropriate length, generalizing the baby step details we saw. We will need two
types of structures to handle these constructions. permutable families for successor
steps, and permutable scales for limit steps.
Definition 3.21. Let κ be any infinite cardinal. We say that an almost disjoint
family {Aα | α < κ+} ⊆ [κ]κ is a permutable family if for every bounded X ⊆ κ+
there exists a pairwise disjoint family {Bα | α ∈ X} such that Aα =∗ Bα for all
α ∈ X, and for all ξ < κ+, Aξ ∩
⋃{Bα | α ∈ X} is unbounded in κ if and only if
ξ ∈ X.4
Theorem 3.22. Suppose that κ is a regular cardinal. Then there exists a per-
mutable family for κ.
Proof. The proof here is the same as the proof of Proposition 2.5. Fix a sequence of
sets 〈Tα | α < κ+〉 which is strictly ⊆∗-increasing and define Aα = Tα+1 \Tα. Fix a
bounded set X ⊆ κ+, then any pairwise disjoint refinement {Bα | α < supX + 1}
such that Bα ⊆ TsupX+1 witnesses the permutability property. 
Definition 3.23. Fix a permutable family for κ, {Aα | α < κ+}. We say that
pi : κ→ κ implements Π: κ+ → κ+, if for every α < κ+, pi”Aα =∗ AΠ(α).
4Here, as before, we mean by =∗ and ⊆∗ the usual “almost equal” or “almost included”, which
means that by changing a bounded subset of κ we get the equality or inclusion. We will always
be sure to clarify κ from the context.
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Theorem 3.24. Suppose that {Aα | α < κ+} is a permutable family for κ. Then
for every η < κ+, and every permutation Π: η → η, there is some pi : κ → κ such
that pi implements Π. 
To simplify later text, we will set some basic notions about what we are going to
us permutable families for. Much like the baby step, we will use them to implement
bounded permutations of κ+ and define a normal filter of subgroups in a similar
way to what we did before.
Fix a permutable family for κ, {Aα | α < κ+}, we say that B is a disjoint
approximation of {Aα | α ∈ I} if B is a pairwise disjoint family of sets {Bα | α ∈ I},
such that for every α ∈ I, Aα =∗ Bα and Aξ ∩
⋃B is unbounded in κ if and only if
ξ ∈ I. As before, we say that B is a disjoint approximation, if there is such bounded
I ⊆ κ+. We say that G is the derived permutation group from the family if it is
the group of all permutations of κ which implement a bounded permutation of κ+
via the permutable family. Similarly, F is the derived filter of subgroups if it is the
filter of subgroups on G generated by
{fix(B) | B is a disjoint approximation},
where fix(B) is the group {pi ∈ G | pi ⋃B = id}.
Proposition 3.25. The derived filter is a normal filter of subgroups over the de-
rived permutation group. 
3.3. Permutable scales. Permutable scales are PCF-theoretic objects with prop-
erties which mimic permutable families for limit cardinals. Let us fix a limit cardinal
λ for the rest of this section. We denote by SC(λ) the set {µ+ | ω ≤ µ < λ} of
successor cardinals below λ, and by Jbd(λ) denote ideal of bounded sets of λ. Since
λ is fixed, we write Jbd as a shorthand for Jbd(λ).
Definition 3.26. Fix a scale F = {fη | η < λ+} in
∏
SC(λ)/Jbd. Suppose that ~pi
is a sequence 〈piθ | θ ∈ SC(λ)〉 such that piθ : θ → θ is a permutation of θ. We say
that ~pi implements pi : λ+ → λ+ if for every large enough θ ∈ SC(λ)
fpi(η)(θ) = piθ(fη(θ)).
We say that F is a permutable scale if every bounded permutation of λ+ can be
implemented by some ~pi. In other words, for every η < λ+, every permutation of η
can be implemented.
The next theorem and its proof are based on the work of the Bristol group.
Theorem 3.27. If λ is regular and 2λ = λ+, or λ is singular and ∗λ holds, then
there exists a permutable scale {fη | η < λ+} in
∏
SC(λ)/Jbd and {rng fη | η < λ+}
is a permutable family for λ.
Proof. If λ is regular, we enumerate
∏
SC(λ), and by induction define a scale
{fη | η < λ+}. If λ is singular, then by the work of Cummings, Foreman and
Magidor in [2, Theorem 4.1], there exists a scale {fη | η < λ+} in
∏
SC(λ)/Jbd
with the property that whenever η < λ+, there is a function i : η → SC(λ) such
that {fγ”[i(γ), λ) | γ < η} is a family of pairwise disjoint sets.5 Note that in the
case of λ being regular, this property holds immediately from the regularity of λ.
5In their paper, Cummings, Foreman and Magidor construct such scale on a product of length
cf(λ), the same proof works for any product of regular cardinals mutatis mutandis.
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We shall call such i : η → SC(λ) a disjointifying function for η. This already gives
us the wanted property for {rng fη | η < λ+} to be a permutable family.
We will show that such a scale is indeed a permutable scale. Suppose that η < λ+
and pi : η → η is a permutation of η, let i : η → SC(λ) be a disjointying function for
η. We write η as an increasing union of sets Xµ for µ ∈ SC(λ), such that |Xi| < µ.
Let Yµ be the set {ξ < µ | ∃γ ∈ Xµ : fγ(µ) = ξ ∧ µ > i(γ)}. By the fact we have
disjoint tails, we get that for every ξ ∈ Yµ there is at most one γ ∈ Xµ witnessing
that ξ ∈ Yµ. In particular, |Yµ| < µ.
Given ξ ∈ Yµ, let ξ∗ be the unique γ ∈ Xµ such that fγ(µ) = ξ and µ > i(γ).
Define piµ : Yµ → Yµ as follows: For ξ ∈ Yµ such that pi(ξ∗) ∈ Xµ and i(pi(ξ∗)) < µ,
define piµ(ξ) = fpi(ξ∗)(µ), this definition is injective on the domain defined so far,
so we can extend piµ to a permutation of supYµ + 1.
We claim now that ~pi = 〈piµ | µ ∈ SC(λ)〉 implements pi. Suppose that γ < η
and γ = pi(γ). For all sufficiently large µ we have that γ, γ ∈ Xµ. If µ > i(γ), i(γ),
then there are ξ, ξ ∈ Yµ such that ξ∗ = γ and ξ∗ = γ, and then by the definition of
piµ we have that
piµ(fγ(µ)) = piµ(ξ) = fpi(γ)(µ) = fγ = ξ.
So indeed the scale is permutable. 
Remark. Examining the proof, we can see that we can implement pi : λ+ → λ+
using ~pi = 〈piµ | µ ∈ SC(λ)〉 where piµ is a bounded permutation of µ. This will not
be needed in our construction, though.
Suppose that Gµ is a permutation group of µ, for µ ∈ SC(λ), and the full support
product G =
∏
Gµ is such that the ~pi ∈ G are enough for witnessing that F is a
permutable scale.
We define the derived filter on G as follows: first we define Kη,f , for η < λ+ and
f ∈∏SC(λ), to be the following group
{~pi ∈ G | ι(~pi)  η = id and for all µ ∈ SC(λ) : piµ  f(µ) = id},
and let F be the filter generated by {Kη,f | η < λ+, f ∈
∏
SC(λ)}.
Proposition 3.28. F is a normal filter of subgroups.
Proof. We have Kη,f and Kη′,f ′ as defined above, let ξ = max{η, η′} and let g be
f ∨ f ′, the pointwise maximum of f and f ′, i.e. g(µ) = max{f(µ), f ′(µ)}, then
Kξ,g ⊆ Kη,f ∩Kη′,f ′ .
To see we have the normality, let ~pi be a sequence in G , and let pi be ι(~pi). Since
pi is bounded, there is some η′ such that pi only moves ordinals below η′. Moreover,
for every µ ∈ SC(λ) we can find αµ such that:
(1) piµ”αn = αµ, and
(2) αµ > f(µ).
Define g(µ) = αµ, and ξ = max{η, η′}. Then for ~σ ∈ Kξ,g, it can be readily seen
that ~pi−1~σ~pi ∈ Kξ,g.6 
We are now in possession of all the necessary tools for the general construction.
Let us finish with one last piece of notation related to
∏
SC(λ). If f ∈ ∏SC(λ),
we write f↓ to denote the set {g ∈∏SC(λ) | g(µ) ≤ f(µ) for all µ}.
6Here ~pi−1 does mean the pointwise inverse.
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4. Giant step: the general construction of the Bristol model
4.1. Overview. The original construction of the Bristol model was using models
of the form L(x) for suitable x’s. The idea was to add one set after another, and
argue from one step to another that the initial segments of the universe become
increasingly constant. Then, to argue that the end result is a model which is not
L(x) for any set x. Using iterations of symmetric extensions we clarify some of the
arguments used. We will use the generic sequences to define the next iterand, much
like we defined from the ω1-sequence the second forcing which did not add reals.
We begin by fixing for ω and for all the successor cardinals permutable families,
and permutable scales on SC(λ)/Jbd(λ) for every limit cardinal λ. We have five
types of steps: the base step, which is essentially the baby step covered before; the
double successor step, which is essentially a retreading of the baby step, replacing
ω by the suitable cardinal; the limit step, where we mainly have to verify that the
sequences we have collected so far form a symmetrically generic filter; the limit
iterand, where we take the same idea from the other successor case, using the
permutable scale to generate the next sequence and overcome the problem of not
having sufficient distributivity, while not adding bounded sets; and the successor of
the limit step, which is similar to the general successor step, but some fundamental
changes must occur due to the nature of the generic sequence of the limit iterand.
In the construction that follows, we separate the cases of ω (arriving at the
ωth iterand, the ωth iterand; and the ω + 1th iterand). This will help clarify the
arbitrary limit steps, much like our baby step investigation of the first two steps
works to clarify the general successor steps.
For every non-limit α, we fix a permutable family {Aαη | η < ωα+1} for ωα;
and for every limit α, we fix a permutable scale Fα = {fαη | η < ωα+1} in∏
SC(ωα)/Jbd(ωα). We will use %α to denote the generic object added during the
αth step (so %0 is the Cohen real, %1 is the ω1-sequence, etc.), %˙α Is the canonical
Pα+1-name for %α, and [%˙α]α as the canonical Pα-name of a Q˙α-name for %α.
4.2. Induction hypothesis. As is often the case with complicated constructions
which have several separated cases, we will have to carry a complicated induc-
tion hypothesis. In our case, it is helpful to think about the induction hypothesis
as nearly irrelevant for the limit case, and almost entirely about the relationship
between Pα, the iteration so far, and Q˙α, the next iterand.
Assume that we defined Pα, we assume the following conditions hold:
(1) Pα has ℵα-c.c., and 〈Q˙β ,Gβ ,Fβ | β < α〉 is a productive iteration.
(2) For all β < α, the following conditions hold:
(a) ISβ 〈Q˙β ,Gβ ,Fβ〉 is a weakly homogeneous symmetric system.
(b) Pβ ∗ Q˙β is upwards homogeneous, and Gβ witnesses that.
(c) β %˙β is ISβ-generic for Q˙β .
(3) If β is non-limit, then we also assume:
(a) Every condition appearing in Q˙β is a name for a function whose domain
is a bounded subset of ωβ ; Gβ is the derived permutation group on ωβ ,
and Fβ is the derived filter (using the permutable family fixed).
(b) β+1 %˙β is a function whose domain is ωˇβ , and for every A ∈ Jbd(ωβ)L,
%˙β A ∈ ISβ+1.
(c) If
∫
~pi
∈ Gβ+1, then for all A ∈ Jbd(ωβ+1)L,
∫
~pi
%˙β+1 A =
∫
piβ
%˙β+1 A.
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(d) If β = γ + 1, then ISβ Q˙β is ≤ |V˙ω+γ |-distributive.
(4) If β is a limit ordinal, then we also assume:
(a) For every f ∈ ∏SC(ωα), and δ < α, there is a canonically identified
name in ISα for 〈%˙β(f(β)) | β < δ〉•, specifically, we can identify this
name from f and δ.
(b) β %˙β is the full support product
∏
γ<β %˙γ+1.
(c) Let %˙β  (E,D) = 〈%˙γ+1(f(γ + 1)) | f ∈ E, γ ∈ D〉 for E ⊆
∏
SC(ωβ)
and D ⊆ β. For every A ∈ Jbd(ωβ)L and bounded E ⊆
∏
SC(ωβ)L,
%˙β  (E,D) ∈ ISβ .
(d) Gβ is the full support product
∏
γ<β Gγ+1, andFβ is the derived filter.
(e) If x˙ ∈ ISβ+1, and ISβ+1 rank(x˙) < ωˇ + βˇ, then there is some p ∈ Pβ+1
and y˙ ∈ ISβ such that p β+1 x˙ = y˙.
Note that our permutations are all coming from the ground model, as do our filters.
We will therefore omit the dots when talking about them, even generically. Namely,
we will write Hβ or piβ to denote the βth coordinate of some excellent support ~H
or permutation sequence ~pi. This will clarify some of the notation and improve the
readability. This also means that to verify that the αth symmetric system satisfies
the productivity clause we only need to check this for Q˙α.
The productive structure here will be akin to adding Cohen subsets to every suc-
cessor cardinal, with a full-support product at limit iterand where the permutable
scales are utilized to ensure that the coding process can be continued without adding
bounded sets.
4.3. Basis. The first step is just the baby step. We define Q0 to be the Cohen
forcing, G0 as the group of permutations of ω which implement a bounded permu-
tation of ω1 via the permutable family {A0η | η < ω1} and so on. Here %˙0 is just the
canonical name for the Cohen real.
The only minor difference between the baby step part and here is that instead
of taking P(ω)L[cα] we take V L[cα]ω+1 , but the translation between the two names is
very canonical and of no consequence to the definition.
4.4. Successor of non-limits. Suppose that we have constructed the forcing up
to the αth step, and α = β+1 with β being a successor or 0 itself. We have defined
Pα = Pβ ∗ Q˙β , as well Gα,Fα and ISα are defined. We shall proceed to define %˙α
and Q˙α,Gα and Fα and prove that they all satisfy the induction hypothesis.
For every η < ωα, we say that x˙ ∈ ISα is almost an Aβη -name if there is some
A ⊆ ωβ such that A =∗ Aβη and x˙ is a Pβ ∗ (Q˙β A)-name. For η < ωα we define
R˙η =
{
x˙ ∈ ISα
∣∣∣∣ x˙ is an almost Aβη -name of rank ≤ ω + α, andevery name which appears in x˙ is a Pβ-name
}•
.
Note that this would be exactly the Vω+α+1 of the model obtained by forcing with
just Qβ Aβη over the intermediate model obtained by ISβ .
It follows from the induction assumptions that if
∫
~pi
∈ Gα and piβ implements
a permutation σ of ωα, then
∫
~pi
R˙η = R˙σ(η). To see why, first note that if x˙ is an
almost Aβη -name, then
∫
~pi
x˙ is also an almost Aβσ(η)-name; and the result follows. In
particular, if piβ implements σ such that σ(η) = η, then
∫
~pi
R˙η = R˙η. So we get that
R˙η ∈ ISα.
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Let %˙α = 〈R˙η | η < ωα〉•. By the above, and the assumption on the βth definition
of Gβ and Fβ for every A ∈ Jbd(ωα)L we have that %˙α  A ∈ ISα. Now we define
Q˙α, ordered by reverse inclusion,
Q˙α =
{∫
~pi
%˙α A |
∫
~pi
∈ Gα, A ∈ Jbd(ωα)L
}•
.
Next, as we required, we define Gα to be the derived permutation group of ωα;
since the names in Q˙α are all •-names for sequences we have a canonical way for
defining the names for how such permutation acts on Q˙α. For Fα we define it to
be the derived filter of subgroups in ISα. It is immediate that 〈Q˙α,Gα,Fα〉• satisfy
the conditions of a productive iteration. Let us verify that the induction hypothesis
holds for α+ 1.
(1) The chain condition of Pα ∗ Q˙α follows from the fact that in L[%0] we can
embed Qα into the forcing that adds ωα-Cohen subsets which has ℵα+1-c.c.
(2) The fact that ISα Gα witnesses the homogeneity of Q˙α is also quite trivial,
since given any two conditions q˙ =
∫
~pi
%˙α A and q˙′ =
∫
~τ
%˙α B we can find
σ a bounded permutation of ωα+1 such that if R˙η lies in the range of both
conditions, with q˙(γˇ) = R˙η, then q˙′(σ(γ)) = R˙η; and otherwise σ makes
the domains of the two conditions disjoint.
Since every bounded permutation of ωα+1 can be implemented by some
permutation of ωα, we can find some piα ∈ Gα such that α
∫
piα
q˙ and q˙′ are
compatible.
(3) Similar to before, we get upwards homogeneity by noting that we can obtain
any bounded permutation of ωα via an automorphism in Gβ . Therefore we
can make any two conditions compatible. Moreover, given an arbitrary
p ∈ Pα we can require it to be fixed, simply by noting that we only need to
apply a permutation from Gβ so pβ can be fixed by default; and p(β) has a
bounded domain, which we can always assume is part of one of the first set
in the disjoint approximation which we use to implement the permutation.
It remains to prove that no sets of rank < ω + α were added and that %α is indeed
a generic sequence for Qα over the intermediate model. Both of these claims will
follow from a generalization of Lemma 2.12.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that D˙ ∈ ISα and p ISα D˙ is a dense open subset of Q˙α.
Then there is some η < ωα such that for every
∫
~pi
∈ Gα and every A ∈ Jbd(ωα)
with η ⊆ A, if p ISα
∫
~pi
%˙α  A ∈ D˙ and
∫
~τ
is such that p ISα
∫
~pi
%˙α  η =
∫
~τ
%˙α  η,
then p ISα
∫
~τ
%˙α A ∈ D˙.
Proof. The proof is quite similar to the proof of Lemma 2.12. Assume without loss
of generality that every name which appears in D˙ also appears in Q˙α. Let ~H be an
excellent support for D˙ and p, and B = {Bξ | ξ < η} is a disjoint approximation
such that fix(B) ≤ Hβ .
By the assumption on D˙ we get that it is enough to consider only automorphisms
in Gβ . From here the proof is identical to the proof of Lemma 2.12. 
In a similar fashion, these two are corollaries of Lemma 4.1 in the same way we
derived the two similar corollaries from Lemma 2.12
Corollary 4.2. α %˙α is ISα-generic for Q˙α. 
Corollary 4.3. ISα Q˙α is ≤ |Vω+β |-distributive.
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Proof. Suppose that f˙ ∈ ISα is a function such that dom f˙ is V˙ω+β and α
∀x f˙(x) = D˙x is a dense open subset of Q˙α. Then in L, using the chain condi-
tions and the fact that V˙ ISαω+β has cardinality of ℵβ in L[%0], the proof continues
as with Corollary 2.14, utilizing the chain condition of Pα and the regularity of
ωα, along with the fact that any support for f˙ will invariably support all the D˙x
uniformly. 
Remark. It is the same case as with the baby step that we can appeal to abso-
luteness of distributivity here. In L[%0] the forcing Qα is ℵα-distributive, as %0 is
a Cohen real and Qα is isomorphic to Add(ωα, 1)L. If {Dx | x ∈ Vω+β} is a family
of dense open set in the intermediate model, then in L[%0] it has cardinality of ℵβ
and therefore its intersection is dense in Qα. But the intersection is not dependent
on the enumeration, just on the family, so it also lies in our intermediate model.
As before, this would have simplified some of the argument needed in Lemma 4.1
to obtain the genericity of %α, but not sufficiently so to be worth of our effort.7
4.5. To infinity... While there is no actual difference between the case where
α = ω and arbitrary limit steps, since we have to address all previous steps in
the construction, we invariably need to address previous limit steps. Without the
understanding the definitions of the limit stages, this becomes awkward, so in favor
of bootstrapping, it is better to separate the cases ω and ω + 1.
First we need to verify that 〈%n | n < ω〉 is symmetrically generic for Pω.
Proposition 4.4. Suppose that D ⊆ Pω is a symmetrically dense open set, then
there is a sequence 〈βn | n < ω〉 such that 〈%˙n  βn | n < ω〉 ∈ D.
Proof. Let ~H be a support witnessing that D is a symmetrically dense open set.
Let αn be an ordinal such that Hn contains fix(B) which is a disjoint approximation
of {Anη | η < αn}.
Let p be the condition such that p(n) = %˙n  αn. Let r0 ≤ω p such that r0 ∈ D.
We will construct a finite sequence of length m + 1, of conditions rk for k ≤ m,
such that rk ≤ω p, rk ∈ D and supp(rk) = supp(r0), with rm satisfying
rm(n) = %˙n  βn for some βn, for all n.
(It should be remarked that it is clear that m ≤ | supp(r0)|, since these are the only
coordinates it could be incompatible with %˙n’s to begin with.)
Suppose that rk was defined. If rk is not of the wanted form, let i be the least
such that rk(i) is incompatible with %˙i. By homogeneity, let pii be an automorphism
in Gi such that ISi piirk(i) is compatible with %˙i. Moreover, we can find one such
that %˙i  αi is fixed, by the choice of αi. Let rk+1 =
∫
pii
rk, then by the choice of
pii, and the fact rk ∈ D it follows that rk+1 ∈ D as well. As supp(r0) is finite, this
process has to terminate in some m + 1 steps as wanted. Now rm ∈ D and it is
compatible with the sequence of generics, so it has an extension as wanted inside
D by the fact D is open. 
There is not much else to verify in this case, since 〈%˙n(f(n)) | n < k〉• ∈ ISω for
every f ∈∏SC(ωω) and k < ω, for obvious reasons: every such name is finite.
7We will spoil the surprise, and say that this argument also holds for successor of limit ordinals.
Now we can skip making the same remark for a third and fourth time.
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4.6. . . . and beyond! The ωth iterand. Let f ∈ ∏SC(ωω), define %˙ω,f to be
〈%˙n+1(f(n)) | n < ω〉•, and let %˙ω be 〈%˙ω,f | f ∈
∏
SC(ωω)〉•. If E ⊆
∏
SC(ωω)
and A ⊆ ω, we will write %˙ω  (E,A) = 〈%˙ω,f A | f ∈ E〉•.
For a fixed f ∈∏SC(ωω), we define Q˙ω,f as the following forcing,{∫
~pi
%˙ω,f A
∣∣ ∫
~pi
∈ Gω, A ∈ Jbd(ω)
}•
,
with the order being reverse inclusion. The idea is that Q˙ω,f is the forcing which
will add back only %˙ω,f . However, we are interested in the entire “product” of the
generics, not just one section along the product. We define Q˙ω to be as follows,∫~pi%˙ω  (E,A)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
~pi
∈ Gω,
E ⊆∏SC(ωω) bounded, and
A ∈ Jbd(ωω)

•
.
If q˙ =
∫
~pi
%˙ω  (E,A) is a condition in Q˙ω, q˙(f) denotes the fth sequence inside q˙.
Namely, q˙(f) = 〈∫
~pi
%˙n+1(f(n)) | n ∈ A〉. We also write q˙(f, n) to denote the nth
coordinate of q˙(f).
We order Q˙ω as follows: q˙ ≤Q˙ω q˙′ if for every f ∈
∏
SC(ωω), q˙(f) ≤Q˙ω,f q˙′(f).
Proposition 4.5. If p ∈ Pω and q˙ is a condition in Q˙ω, then there is some auto-
morphism
∫
~pi
∈ Gω such that
∫
~pi
p = p and
∫
~pi
q˙ is compatible with %˙ω.
Proof. By the definition of Q˙ω we know there is some ~σ, E and A in the ground
model such that q˙ =
∫
~σ
%˙ω  (E,A).
We define ~pi by induction. We only need to define finitely many coordinates, since
A is a finite subset of ω. Let pi0 be an automorphism in G1 such that pi0p0 = p0
and
∫
pi0
q˙ is compatible with %˙ω on the first coordinate. Such pi0 can be found by
the upwards homogeneity of P1 ∗ Q˙1.
We proceed by induction in a similar fashion. If ~pi  k was defined, we can find
some pik ∈ Gk such that pikpk = pk and
∫
pik
∫
~pikq˙ agrees with %˙ω on the coordinate k,
and such pik can be found by the upwards homogeneity assumptions for k. Finally,
note that
∫
pik
∫
~pik =
∫
~pik
∫∫
~pik−1pik
=
∫
~pik
∫
pik
=
∫
~pik+1. 
Corollary 4.6. Pω ∗ Q˙ω is upwards homogeneous. 
The automorphism group, as the induction hypothesis requires is the group of all
sequences ~pi ∈∏n<ω Gn+1 such that ~pi implements a bounded permutation of ωω+1
using the permutable scale Fω. Such ~pi acts naturally on a condition in Q˙ω,f by a
pointwise action for every f ∈ ∏SC(ωω), and this action extends to Q˙ω. As Gn+1
witnesses the homogeneity of Q˙n+1, Gω witnesses the homogeneity of Q˙ω. We will
use ~piq˙ to denote the action of ~pi on q˙. This is to discern the action from the action
of
∫
~pi
, as the two groups are very different: the composition in Gω is a successive
application of automorphisms, whereas in Gω it is just pointwise composition. The
cardinality of Gω is of course bounded by the cardinality of the product, which by
the assumption of GCH is exactly ℵω+1.
As the induction hypothesis revealed, Fω is the derived filter on Gω.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that p ISω D˙ ⊆ Q˙ω is dense open. Then there are ground
model sets E ⊆∏SC(ωω) and A ∈ Jbd(ω) such that q ISω %˙ω  (E,A) ∈ D˙ for some
q ≤ω p.
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Proof. Let ~H be an excellent support for D˙ and p. For every n, let Bn be a disjoint
approximation such that fix(Bn) ≤ Hn. Let Bn be
⋃Bn for n ∈ C( ~H) and {0}
otherwise. Let E′ =
∏
n<ω Bn+1 and A′ = C( ~H), and let q′ ≤ω p,
∫
~pi
and E,A
such that q′ ISω
∫
~pi
%˙ω  (E,A) ∈ D˙ and
∫
~pi
%˙ω  (E,A) ≤Q˙ω %˙ω  (E′, A′).
By the assumption that q′ ISω
∫
~pi
%˙ω  (E,A) ≤Q˙ω %˙ω  (E′, A′), we know that for
every f ∈ E′ and n ∈ A′, ∫
pin
(%˙n+1(f(n))) = %˙n+1(f(n)). By the very choice of
Bn’s we can find a permutation which implements pi−1n in Hn. Therefore we can
find some ~σ such that
∫
~σ
∫
~pi
%˙ω  (E,A) = %˙ω  (E,A) and
∫
~σ
p = p ISω
∫
~σ
D˙ = D˙.
Taking q =
∫
~σ
q′ satisfies by the Symmetry Lemma that q ISω %˙ω  (E,A) ∈ D˙. 
Corollary 4.8. %ω is generic for Qω over the intermediate model of ISω.
Proof. Assume otherwise, then there is some generic filter G for Pω witnessing
otherwise. Then we can find D˙ ∈ ISω and p ∈ G such that for every (E,A) we have
p ω %˙ω  (E,A) /∈ D˙. Of course, this is a contradiction to the previous lemma, so
the wanted genericity follows. 
Next we need to ensure that there are no bounded sets added. At the double
successor steps, we had the luxury of the forcing satisfying a very strong distribu-
tivity condition. In this case, however, this is impossible, as we aim to add each
%ω,f , which is an ω-sequence. Here is where the properties of the symmetric system
will help us. It will be easier to finish this part of the proof working inside the
intermediate model of ISω. So HS now means the hereditarily Qω-symmetric names
in our intermediate model, and so on.
Definition 4.9. Let x˙ be a Qω-name. We say that x˙ is bounded by f ∈
∏
SC(ωω)
if whenever
∫
~pi
%ω  (E,A) Qω y˙ ∈ x˙, then we can restrict E to E ∩ f↓; similarly
x˙ is bounded by n if we can restrict A to A ∩ n. We will write q  f and q  n to
denote these restriction for a condition q ∈ Qω.
Remark. To the readers familiar with standard symmetric extensions arguments,
e.g., Cohen’s first model, the above is similar to how forcing a symmetric statement
can be restricted to the support of that statement. Here we are going to utilize the
whole iteration to obtain similar results. We will only consider the above definition
when x˙ is a name for a subset of the ground model (ISω in this case), such that the
names appearing inside are canonical names for ground model elements.
Lemma 4.10. Suppose that x˙ is a name for a subset of the ground model (i.e. ISω),
such that every y˙ appearing in x˙ is a canonical name for a ground model element.
(1) If x˙ ∈ HS, then there is some f such that x˙ is bounded by f ,
(2) and if Qω rank(x˙) < ωˇ + ωˇ, then x˙ is bounded by some n < ω.
We get the following easy corollary, which now ensures that there are no sets of
rank < ω + ω added after forcing with the symmetric system 〈Q˙ω,Gω,Fω〉.
Corollary 4.11. If x˙ ∈ ISω+1, and p ISω+1 rank(x˙) < ωˇ + ωˇ, then there is some
q ≤ω+1 p and some y˙ ∈ ISω such that q ISω+1 x˙ = y˙.
Proof. We prove by induction on n that if x˙ is forced to have rank ω + n, then
the conclusion holds. Assume the induction hypothesis for k < n. We may assume
that all the names which appear in x˙ are names in ISω (in fact in ISn+1 by the
distributivity of previous steps), otherwise whenever 〈p′, y˙〉 appear in x˙ with p′
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compatible with p, we can replace the pair by extending p′ to a maximal antichain
(or a dense open set) of conditions satisfying the conclusion of the corollary for y˙,
with suitable names from ISω. By the Symmetry Lemma we get that this refined
name is respected exactly by the same automorphisms as x˙, and it is forced to be
equal to x˙.
By (1) we get that x˙ is bounded by f and n, for some suitable f and n, on
its ω-coordinate. This means that extending any condition in Q˙ω to (f↓, n) will
invariably turn x˙ into a name in ISω. 
Proof of Lemma 4.10. We begin by proving (1):
Suppose that x˙ ∈ HS, let Kη,f be such that Kη,f ≤ sym(x˙) and let fη denote
fωη ∈ Fω, the ωth permutable scale. We may assume without loss of generality that
fη(n) ≤ f(n) for all n < ω, otherwise we can shrink Kη,f to Kη,fη∨f . We claim
that f bounds x˙.
If q Qω y˙ ∈ x˙ we may assume without loss of generality that 〈q, y˙〉 ∈ x˙ (recall
that from q’s perspective y˙ is in fact aˇ for some a), first note that by the very
definition of conditions in Qω, if q =
∫
~pi
%ω  (E,A) and f, g ∈ E then for all n,
if g(n) = f(n), then we have that q(f, n) = q(g, n). Let q′ be an extension of∫
~pi
%ω  (f↓, A).
Then there are some E′, A′ and ~σ such that q′ =
∫
~σ
%ω (E′, A′). By the pointwise
homogeneity of each Qn, we can find a sequence ~τ which is cofinitely the identity,
and ~τ(q′) is compatible with q. Moreover, by the fact that ~τ is cofinitely the identity,
we get that ι(~τ) = id and we may choose each τn to only move coordinates above
f(n), as all the coordinates below f(n) are agreed upon by both q and q′. In other
words, ~τ ∈ Kη,f as wanted.
For the proof of (2), we prove by induction on the Qω-name rank of x˙. Of course,
it is enough to prove the claim for the names of rank < ω+ ω. Suppose that x˙ has
rank ω + n and the claim is true for all the names which appear in x˙. By refining
the conditions appearing inside x˙, we may even assume that every name appearing
in x˙ is a canonical name for a ground model element (looking at this statement
from L, this means that all the names are already from ISω, and in fact ISn, by the
distributivity argument for successor steps).
Let [x˙] be the Pω-name in ISω for x˙, and let ~H be an excellent support for [x˙] with
k = maxC( ~H), without loss of generality k ≥ n. By the assumption on the rank,
we may assume that whenever y˙ appears in x˙, then [y˙] is a canonically generated
from a name in ISn. Let 〈q, y˙〉 ∈ x˙, if we cannot bound the condition q by k, then
there is some p ∈ Pω forcing that. Let q′ ≤Qω q  k, such that p ISω q˙′ Q˙ω [y˙] /∈ [x˙].
Using the homogeneity of Pω and the upwards homogeneity of Pω ∗ Q˙ω, we can
find some ~pi such that ~pi  k + 1 = id,
∫
~pi
p = p and p forces that
∫
~pi
q˙′ is compatible
with q˙. But by the choice of ~pi we get that
∫
~pi
[x˙] = [x˙] and
∫
~pi
[y˙] = [y˙]. Therefore
p ISω
∫
~pi
q′ Q˙ω [y˙] /∈ [x˙] which is a contradiction to the assumption on q. 
We finish with the following proposition which will be necessary for the next
step, as well as for the induction hypothesis for the general limit case.
Proposition 4.12. Suppose that f ∈∏SC(ωω), then %˙ω,f ∈ ISω+1.
Proof. Let f + 1 denote the function such that (f + 1)(n) = f(n) + 1, then K0,f+1
must preserve %˙ω,f . 
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An important remark to make about the claim above is that the name is in fact in
ISω+1 and not in ISω, since objects in ISω are somewhat invariant upto some finite
generic information, where %ω,f clearly does not satisfy this property. However,
Qω allows us to condense this information into a name which we can represent
canonically as a Pω+1-name. It is important to note that if
∫
~pi
∈ Gω, then
∫
~pi
%˙ω,f
is what we would expect it to be, simply by the nature of the fact that %˙ω,f is a
Q˙ω,f -name, and the way that
∫
~pi
acts on Q˙ω,f .
4.7. The first transfinite successor. Next, we arrive to the successor of ω. This
part is not covered by the general successor construction, although the general idea
is in fact the same, since %ω has a different structure compared to %α+1. So we
need to separate this case as well. For readability we will write fη for fωη , the ηth
function in Fω.
We say that x˙ is an almost fη-name, if there is some f ∈
∏
SC(ωω) such that
f =∗ fη and x˙ is a Pα ∗ Q˙ω,f -name. As with the double-successor construction, we
define R˙η as follows,
R˙η =
{
x˙ ∈ ISα+1
∣∣∣∣ x˙ is an almost fη-name of rank ≤ ω + ω, andevery name that appears in x˙ is a Pω-name
}•
.
The idea is that this is Vω+ω+1 of the model obtained by forcing with only Qω,fη .
Now we define %˙ω+1 = 〈R˙η | η < ωω+1〉•.
Proposition 4.13. Suppose that A ⊆ ωω+1 is bounded, then %˙ω+1 A ∈ ISω+1.
Proof. By the very definition of %˙ω+1  A, it is easy to see that it is stable under
every
∫
~pi
∈ Gω. So it is enough to find a supporting group in Fω. Let η > supA,
then we claim that Kη,fη does the work.
Suppose that ~pi ∈ Kη,fη , then ~pi implements the identity function on A. In
particular, for every α ∈ A, ~pi ” Q˙ω,fα equals to some Q˙ω,f for some f =∗ fα. This
means that being an almost fα-name is preserved under ~pi. Therefore the name
%˙ω+1 A is not moved at all. 
And as before we define Q˙ω+1 to be {
∫
~pi
%˙ω+1 A |
∫
~pi
∈ Gω+1, A ∈ Jbd(ωω+1)L}•.
The proof of the above proposition shows that indeed Q˙ω+1 is respected by all the
permutations, so indeed it is a valid candidate for the next step.
Remark. Note that when applying automorphisms from Gω+1 we only need to care
about those coming from Gω. In light of this, we can keep the somewhat confusing
notation of ~pi. We will, however, use ~piω to denote the sequence in Gω and piωn to
denote its nth coordinate.
The only part which is significantly different from the general successor con-
struction is in the upwards homogeneity, so we will conclude our first transfinite
exploration by proving that Pω+1 ∗ Q˙ω+1 is indeed upwards homogeneous.
Proposition 4.14. Pω+1 ∗ Q˙ω+1 is upwards homogeneous.
Proof. It is enough to show that if 〈p, q˙〉 ∈ Pω+2, then there is some ~pi ∈ Gω+1 such
that
∫
~pi
q˙ = %˙ω+1 A for some A, and
∫
~pi
p = p.
By definition there is some ~σ such that q˙ =
∫
~σ
%˙ω+1  A. We may ignore all the
finite coordinates of ~σ and focus only on ~σω. Let k be large enough such that pω
is bounded by k, then any ~piω such that ~piω  k = id is guaranteed not to move p
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at all. Let piωn = (σωn )−1 for n ≥ k, then we claim that
∫
~piω
q˙ = %˙ω+1  A. But it is
obvious that for every α ∈ A, ∫
~piω
q˙(α) = %˙ω+1(α). And the conclusion follows. 
The rest of the construction, including the definitions of Gω+1 and Fω+1 are the
same as the usual successor step, and there is no need to modify the constructions.
4.8. Other limit steps. The rest of the section will be devoted to the general
limit-related steps. These are similar to the ω-related steps,8 although in several
points we will need to address previous limit cases, which means that we use the
bootstrapping case of ω, and not-yet-proved statements which will be formulated
and proved in the rest of this section. We mainly have to verify that the sequence
〈%β | β < α〉 is symmetrically generic for Pα when α is a limit.
Proposition 4.15. Suppose that D ⊆ Pα is a symmetrically dense set. Then there
is some sequence 〈ηβ | β < α〉 such that 〈%β  ηβ | β < α〉• ∈ D, where ηβ is an
ordinal for non-limit β, and (Eβ , Aβ) such that Eβ ⊆
∏
SC(ωβ) and Aβ ⊆ β are
bounded sets.
Proof. Let ~H be a support for D, and let ζβ be such that Hβ contains fix(Bβ) which
is a disjoint approximation for {Aβη | η < ζβ}, and ζβ = (Eβ , Aβ) such that Kξβ ,fβ
is a subgroup of Hβ with fβ an upper bound of Eβ and Aβ = maxC( ~H  β) + 1.
Namely, Eβ is the set of functions dominated by fβ , and Aβ is the initial segment
where ~H still has the possibility to be nontrivial. If β /∈ C( ~H), we define ζβ = 0 or
(∅,∅).
The rest of the proof goes almost the same as the proof of Proposition 4.4, we
start with an extension of p = 〈%˙β  ζβ | β < α〉•, and extend it to r0 ∈ D. Then we
proceed by induction to “correct” the incompatible coordinates of r0 one by one.
The only difference is that now we might have the case where we need to correct a
condition in D at a limit coordinate, β. The “nature” of the automorphism there
is slightly different, but the essence remains: we can find an automorphism which
will not move coordinates inside Aβ . 
The chain condition of Pα is indeed ℵα-c.c., as a finite support iteration of forcing
posets with even smaller chain conditions. So it remains to verify the condition on
〈%˙β(f(β)) | β < α〉• ∈ ISα.
Proposition 4.16. Let f ∈ ∏SC(ωα) and δ < α, then 〈%˙β(f(β)) | β < δ〉• has a
name in ISα which is definable from δ and f .
Proof. If α = α′ + ω for some α′ < α, then either δ < α′ in which case the
induction hypothesis for α′ ensures the existence of such name; or δ = α′ + n
for some n < ω, in which case by Proposition 4.25 (and Proposition 4.12 as a
bootstrapping case) we get can extend the name for %˙α′,fα′ by adding the finite
part 〈%˙α′+n+1(f(α′ + n+ 1)) | α′ + n < δ〉•.
8We apologize in advance to the reader: in some of these cases the proofs are quite the same
argument, perhaps with a small change. These changes will be noted if they are not sufficiently
clear. However, in some of the proofs it might seem that there is a proof using the inductive
construction, where a “direct proof” can be given as in the ω-related steps. Of course these
statements can be proved in such way, but the “direct proof” also works. We have arrived to a
no-win scenario in wasting the reader’s time: retread the same proof as before, come up with it
yourself, or figure out why the direct proof works rather than a proof using the construction up
to α. To add insult to injury, this footnote would have taken a few minutes to read as well. Sorry.
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If α is a limit of limit ordinals, then the induction hypothesis suffices to im-
mediately get this result, as any restriction is bounded below some previous limit
ordinal. 
4.9. Limit iterands. For f ∈∏SC(ωα), let %˙α,f denote 〈%˙β+1(f(β+1)) | β < α〉•.
We define %˙α to be 〈%˙α,f | f ∈
∏
SC(ωα)〉•, similar to how %˙ω was defined. For
E ⊆∏SC(ωα) and A ⊆ α, we write %˙α  (E,A) to denote 〈%˙α,f A | f ∈ E〉•.
For A ∈ Jbd(ωα) we say that δ is the condensation point of A if δ is a limit
ordinal and δ + ω = α, or if δ is the least limit ordinal such that A ⊆ δ in the case
that α is a limit of limit ordinals.
Remark. It will be important later on that we insist that %˙α,f A and %˙α  (E,A)
are composed from the names which we can identify as these restrictions in ISα.
More importantly, we will require them to be the names which were obtained in
ISδ+1, where δ is the condensation point of A, with a finite addition if necessary.
Define Q˙α,f to be the forcing {
∫
~pi
%˙α,f  A | A ∈ Jbd(ωα)}•, ordered by reverse
inclusion. And Q˙α to be the following forcing:∫~pi%˙α  (E,A)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
~pi
∈ Gα,
E ⊆∏SC(ωα) bounded, and
A ∈ Jbd(α)

•
.
We use the same notation as in the case α = ω for q˙(f) and q˙(f, ξ). Now define
q˙ ≤Q˙α q˙′ if and only if for all f ∈
∏
SC(ωα), q˙(f) ≤Q˙α,f q˙′(f).
Proposition 4.17. If 〈p, q˙〉 ∈ Pα ∗ Q˙α, then there is some
∫
~pi
∈ Gα such that∫
~pi
p = p and
∫
~pi
q˙ is compatible with %˙α.
Proof. The proof is the same proof as Proposition 4.5, with one change. Here we
start the induction at δ, the condensation point of our two conditions in Q˙α, and
utilize the definition of Gδ to find piδ as needed. 
Corollary 4.18. Pα ∗ Q˙α is upwards homogeneous. 
The following proposition is a direct analog of its ωth counterpart.
Proposition 4.19. ISα Gα witnesses the homogeneity of Q˙α. 
Lemma 4.20. Suppose that D˙ ∈ ISα and p ISα D˙ ⊆ Q˙α is dense. Then there is
some q ≤α p and (E,A) such that q ISα %˙α  (E,A) ∈ D˙.
Proof. Let ~H be a support witnessing that D˙ ∈ ISα and fixing p. Let δ be the
condensation point of C( ~H), and let η be the maximum of δ and maxC( ~H) + 1.
Let ηδ and fδ such that Hδ = Kηδ,fδ . For a successor β < α we define the set Eβ
as follows:
(1) If β < δ, then Eβ = fδ(β) + 1.
(2) If η > β > δ, then Eβ = ηβ is some non-zero ordinal such that for some
Bβ , fix(Bβ) ≤ Hβ , and Bβ is a disjoint approximation of {Aβγ | γ < ηβ}.
(3) If β ≥ η, then Eβ = {0}.
We get that E′ =
∏
β<αEβ is a bounded set (bounded by fδ extended by ηβ or
0 where needed). Therefore %˙α  (E′, η) is a condition in Q˙α. Let q′ ≤α p and let∫
~pi
%˙α  (E,A) be a condition such that
q′ ISα
∫
~pi
%˙α  (E,A) ∈ D˙ and
∫
~pi
%˙α  (E,A) ≤Q˙α %˙α  (E′, η).
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The proof is now similar to the proof of Lemma 4.7. 
Corollary 4.21. %α is generic for Qα over the intermediate model of ISα. 
Again, in parallel to the ωth iterand, we want to prove that no sets of rank
below ω+α were added over ISα. The proofs are painfully similar. We work in the
interpretation of ISα as a model of ZF.
Definition 4.22. Let x˙ be a Qα-name, we say that x˙ is bounded by f ∈
∏
SC(ωα),
if whenever
∫
~pi
%α  (A,E) Qα y˙ ∈ x˙, then
∫
~pi
%α  (E ∩ f↓, A) Qα y˙ ∈ x˙; similarly,
x˙ is bounded by δ < α if
∫
~pi
%α  (E,A ∩ δ) Qα y˙ ∈ x˙.
Lemma 4.23. Suppose that x˙ is a Qα-name for a subset of the ground model (in
this case, ISα) such that every y˙ appearing in x˙ is a canonical ground model name
(i.e., a name from ISα).
(1) If x˙ ∈ HS, then x˙ is bounded by some f ∈∏SC(ωα),
(2) and if Qα rank(x˙) < ωˇ + αˇ, then there is some δ < α such that x˙ is
bounded by δ.
The proof of Lemma 4.23 is the same proof as Lemma 4.10. And it implies the
following corollary in the same manner.
Corollary 4.24. If x˙ ∈ ISα+1 and p ISα+1 rank(x˙) < ωˇ + αˇ, then there is some
q ≤α+1 p and x˙′ ∈ ISα such that q ISα+1 x˙ = x˙′. 
Proposition 4.25. For all f ∈∏SC(ωα), %˙α,f ∈ ISα+1.
Proof. It is not hard to see that K0,f+1 witnesses that %˙α,f , as a Qα-name in ISα
is in HS. Therefore the conclusion follows. 
4.10. General successor of limits. Finally, we deal with the case of a successor
of a limit ordinal. The idea is almost the same as the case ω + 1, or generally
a successor ordinal. We remark that interestingly enough, there is absolutely no
difference between the case where α is a limit of limits, a successor limit (i.e., δ+ω)
or even an inaccessible cardinal. For readability, we still assume that α is a limit
ordinal. We will again omit the α superscript from the elements of Fα, writing fη
instead of fαη .
For every η < ωα+1, we say that x˙ ∈ ISα+1 is an almost fη-name if there is
some f ∈ ∏SC(ωα) such that x˙ is a Pα ∗ Q˙α,f -name and f =∗ fη. We define R˙η
as before,
R˙η =
{
x˙ ∈ ISα+1
∣∣∣∣ x˙ is an almost fη-name or rank ≤ ω + α, andevery name appearing in x˙ is from ISα.
}•
.
Proposition 4.26. Suppose that
∫
~pi
∈ Gα+1, then
∫
~pi
R˙η = R˙ι(~piα)(η). 
In other words, the permutations in Gα have no effect on R˙η, and the effect of ~piα
is by the permutation it implements (recall that ~piα is the permutation from Gα).
Next, we define %˙α+1 as 〈R˙η | η < ωα+1〉•. The following proposition is proved
exactly like Proposition 4.13.
Proposition 4.27. For every A ∈ Jbd(ωα+1), %˙α+1 A ∈ ISα+1. 
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Now we can define Q˙α+1 as {
∫
~pi
%˙α+1  A |
∫
~pi
∈ Gα+1, A ∈ Jbd(ωα+1)}•, ordered
by reverse inclusion. The definitions of Gα+1 and Fα+1 are as with the general
successor case, defined by the permutable family on ωα+1. We only need to prove
the upwards homogeneity of Pα+1 ∗ Q˙α+1, and this is done in a similar manner to
Proposition 4.14.
4.11. Conclusions. We have shown that 〈%α | α ∈ Ord〉 is a symmetrically generic
filter, and certainly it lies within L[%0], our original Cohen extension. Each step
is homogeneous, and no sets of rank ω + η are added after the η + 1 step of the
iteration. Therefore the preservation theorem tells us that indeed the resulting
model is a model of ZF, even without knowing it was bounded inside a Cohen real.
5. Some general peculiar consequences
Definition 5.1. We say that A is an α-set of ordinals if there is some ordinal η
such that A ⊆ Pα(η).
We will abbreviate and write α-sets to denote α-sets of ordinals. The usual
coding arguments used in ZFC for coding tuples of ordinals as ordinals extend to
α-sets, so if A is an α-set, there is a canonical way to represent A<ω and [A]<ω as
α-sets as well.
Definition 5.2. KWPα is the statement that every set is equipotent to an α-set.
We use KWP to denote ∃α KWPα.
So KWP0 is the same as AC, and KWP1 implies that every set can be linearly
ordered. The proof of the next theorem can be found in [7, Theorem 10.3]
Theorem 5.3 (The Generalized Balcar–Vopěnka–Monro Theorem). Sup-
pose that M and N are two transitive models of ZF with the same α-sets. If
M |= KWPα, then M = N . 
We will also mention the principle SVC formulated by Andreas Blass in [1], which
states that there is some set X such that for any set A, there is some ordinal α and
a surjection from α × X onto A. We say that X is a seed and write SVC(X) to
explicitly mention it, so SVC would simply be ∃X SVC(X). Blass showed that SVC
is equivalent to the statement that there is a forcing extension in which AC holds.
Theorem 5.4 (Theorem 10.4 in [7]). If M |= SVC, then M |= KWP. 
All symmetric models satisfy SVC, as do L(x) and HOD(x) for any set x.
5.1. Kinna–Wagner principles in the Bristol model. We denote by M the
Bristol model, and byMα the αth stage of the construction (i.e., the names in ISα).
When we write a forcing statement, or IS without an index, we mean of course to
the class forcing of the entire construction.
Theorem 5.5. Suppose that A ∈M is an α-set, then A ∈Mα+1.
Proof. We prove the statement by induction on α. Suppose that A˙ is a name such
that p IS “A˙ is an αˇ-set of ordinals”. By the Symmetry Lemma, we can assume A˙
by a name such that all the names which appear in it are from ISα (so for α = 0
these are all canonical names for ordinals).
Let ~H be an excellent support for A˙. We can assume, without loss of generality
that p has the following property (otherwise shrink ~H and extend p once):
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• For every ξ, if dom pξ+1 is some ηξ+1, then Hξ = fix(Bξ) for some disjoint
approximation of {Aξγ | γ < ηξ} and Hξ+1 fixes pξ+1.
• For every limit ξ, dom pξ is (f↓, δξ) where f is an upper bound to ~H ξ and
δξ = maxC( ~H  ξ) + 1, namely for all γ < δξ, Hγ = fix(Bγ) where Bγ is a
disjoint approximation for {Aγβ | β < f(β)}.
This property implies that if ~pi ∈ ~H, then ∫
~pi
p = p. Moreover, for every γ, we can
make any two extensions of pγ compatible using an automorphism from Hγ .
Suppose now that q ≤ p and q  a˙ ∈ A˙, with a˙ ∈ ISα, and let q′ be any extension
of q  α+ 1, then we will find some ~pi ∈ ~H such that ∫
~pi
q is compatible with q′ and
~pi  α = id. This will then imply that A˙′ = {〈q  α + 1, a˙〉 | 〈q, a˙〉 ∈ A˙} is such that
p  A˙ = A˙′ and that A˙′ ∈ ISα+1 as wanted.
To find such ~pi, proceed by induction on supp q \ α + 1, and in each step find
an automorphism in ~H  γ which only “corrects” the incompatible part of the γth
coordinate. 
Corollary 5.6. M does not satisfy KWP, and for every β there is some α such
that Mα 6|= KWPβ.
Proof. Assume otherwise, then there is some α such that Mβ |= KWPα for all β.
But then for all β > α+1,Mβ has the same α-sets asMα+1, and by Theorem 5.3 this
means Mβ = Mα+1. The same argument implies that M cannot satisfy KWP. 
Corollary 5.7. There is no forcing P ∈M which forces AC over M . 
Corollary 5.8. There is no x ∈M such that M = L(x).
Proof. Given any x, then in L(x) adding a bijection between the transitive closure
of x and ω will force the axiom of choice. In contradiction to the above corollary.
Alternatively, note that L(x) satisfies KWPα for some α > rank(x). 
6. In search for better grounds
The original motivation for the construction was the relation between the HOD
Conjecture and the Axiom of Choice Conjecture. We give a simplified version of
the HOD Conjecture to avoid the technicalities.
Definition 6.1 (Theorem 19 in [8]). The HOD Conjecture asserts, assuming the
existence of an extendible cardinal δ, that for every singular λ > δ, λ is singular in
HOD and λ+ = (λ+)HOD.
Definition 6.2 (Definition 29 in [8]). The Axiom of Choice Conjecture asserts,
that assuming ZF and that δ is an extendible cardinal, then the Axiom of Choice
holds in V [G], where G is V -generic for collapsing Vδ to be countable.
The Bristol workshop in 2011 was aimed at looking into the possibility that the
Axiom of Choice Conjecture follows from the HOD Conjecture; and the Bristol
model was a warm-up exercise into a possible way for disproving such statement.
Of course, these conjectures rely on the existence of an extendible cardinal, which is
certainly very far from anything we can get in L. And indeed extendible cardinals,
and even the weaker supercompact cardinals, already imply that singular cardinals
do not have weak squares or even permutable scales. So the construction of the
Bristol model fails.
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6.1. Better grounds for Bristol models. The construction as described by the
Bristol group assumed V = L for the ground model. Reviewing the details of
the construction given in this paper, we can see that only three assumptions were
actually used in the construction: GCH, ∗λ for singular λ (or rather, the existence of
permutable scales), and global choice. These three assumptions hold in much richer
models than just L. They hold in any of the GCH-preserving forcing extensions of
L; and in canonical inner models of large cardinals like L[U ], or other extender
based models.
Let T denote ZFC + GCH + ∀λ(cf(λ) < λ → ∗λ).9,10 Then what we actually
showed in this paper so far is that if V |= T , and c is a Cohen generic real over
V , then there is a Bristol model intermediate to V and V [c]. Of course, the real
challenge is to preserve information from V to Bristol models over V .
The following is an immediate corollary from the construction and Theorem 5.5.
Theorem 6.3. Let κ be a large cardinal whose property is defined by α-sets for
a fixed α < κ and is preserved under forcings of rank < κ. Then κ preserves the
property when moving to the Bristol model. 
Corollary 6.4. If κ is strong (characterized by the existence of extenders), mea-
surable, Ramsey, weakly compact, Mahlo, inaccessible, then it also has the property
in the Bristol model. 
One could argue that the correct definition of measurable, or even weakly com-
pact, is using elementary embedding. We are optimistic about the conjecture that
these embeddings extend to the Bristol model, if they exist in the ground model,
in a way “visible” to the Bristol model. This should be provable by extending the
work of the author with Yair Hayut on lifting elementary embeddings to symmetric
extensions from [4].
This construction, however, is not always doable. The assumptions that there
exists a permutable scale is inevitably going to fail, as it implies the principle
called ADSκ, which in turn fails above a supercompact (this is discussed in [2]).
So even though the Bristol model seems to be quite capable of accommodating
large cardinals, the construction, as given here, cannot go past a certain point
when assuming very large cardinals, or even ℵω under the assumption of Martin’s
Maximum (even ignoring the GCH requirement).
7. Open problems
We finish this paper by discussing some problems of interest for future work.
7.1. Fragments of choice. The first and foremost question is what fragments of
choice still hold in the Bristol model. Does the Boolean Prime Ideal theorem hold?
Can every set be linearly ordered? Does the axiom of choice for pairs hold? Does
9We can omit global choice from the assumption by the following argument: pass to the model
of von Neumann–Gödel–Bernays set theory by taking definable classes, add a generic global choice
function without adding sets, repeat the construction, and now forget about the additional classes.
10The role of GCH is slightly trickier. It seems that it can be omitted in favor of allowing
“gaps” in the cardinals used for each step of the construction. This, however, might cause sets
to be added to low-ranked levels in an uncontrolled way. However, its use in the proof that
permutable scales exist for inaccessible cardinals can also be reduced to bλ = λ+ which is known
to be consistent with the failure of CH at λ.
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DC hold in the Bristol model, and can we modify the construction to obtain an
arbitrarily DCκ?
7.2. The genericity problem. Assuming GCH, the Boolean completion of the
Cohen forcing has size ℵ1, and therefore has at most ℵ2 automorphisms, and there-
fore at most ℵ3 normal filters of subgroups. This means that by Mω4 , most of the
models cannot be obtained as symmetric extensions of the Cohen forcing itself.
This has an interesting consequence that by adding one Cohen real to L, most
of the intermediate models we have added are certainly not symmetric extensions.
And indeed, from a Platonic point of view, it means that if one takes the axiom
V = L[c] to be true, then we have in fact proved that an iteration of symmetric
extensions over inner models need not be a symmetric extension of an inner model.
However, if we look at set models, or at a far more “flexible” philosophical approach,
we have to wonder, are these intermediate models symmetric extensions of the Levy
collapse?
7.3. The choice of permutable families and structure of Bristol models.
We began the construction by fixing a permutable family for every cardinal. It
is easy to see that by taking an equivalent permutable family, we will invariably
get the same model. But what if we take smaller permutable families, or larger
permutable families? Is there a nice structure theorem, and can we perhaps code
things into the maximality of the families we used in each step?
In the same breath, it is obvious that every real in the Bristol model is a Cohen
real over the ground model. So we can re-interpret the Bristol model from that
real. This, in conjunction with the above, leads to the question, what is the order
of the Bristol models? Is there a proper-class of pairwise distinct Bristol models?
7.4. Other type of Bristol models? The construction was made possible in part
due to the fact that Cohen reals have a particular wealth when it comes to inner
models, even those satisfying AC. Can we begin the construction using a random
real? If so, will the successive steps be Cohen-like, similar to this construction, or
can we find random-Bristol models made of something akin to a generalized random
forcing?
7.5. What happens with very large cardinals? As we remarked, the historical
motivation of the Bristol workshop was to see if the Axiom of Choice Conjecture
follows from the HOD Conjecture. The Bristol model itself was an exercise to try
and show that the Axiom of Choice Conjecture does not follow from the HOD
Conjecture. The construction itself falters at the level of supercompact cardinals,
as they imply the failure of square principles. So reaching an extendible cardinal is
still quite a long way to go.
However, the argument that we conjecture can used to conclude that an ul-
trapower elementary embedding of a measurable cardinal extends to an amenable
embedding of the Bristol model to the Bristol model of the target model, seems to
be strong enough to preserve even elementary embeddings witnessing extendibility.
One can only ask whether or not it is possible that the failure of squares—or
rather the nonexistence of permutable scales—implies some type of compactness
which can be used to carry the construction through these problematic levels. If
that is the case, then one has a refutation of the Axiom of Choice Conjecture.
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Adding this to the very strong evidence that the HOD Conjecture might imply the
Axiom of Choice Conjecture, and we get a refutation of the HOD Conjecture.
The natural question, if so, is what sort of compactness one gets from the nonex-
istence of permutable scales for singular cardinals, and can that be used to handle
the limit steps of the Bristol construction?
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